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STAGING LIFE

The photographic frame can be the
stage of many different acts, it can
be the place where we try to bring to
life a dream or a fantasy, but at the
same time it can be the most sincere
attempt to show real things of our real
world. A human being is always the
most elusive subject of a photograph,
countless feelings compressed in one
expression, one gesture, one moment.
The photographic stage is then the
place where this can be reversed, where
subjects perform their own feelings,
where truth is created and not recorded,
where things happen because we make
them happen.
Fiction can be the most faithful
document, the most honest and
responsible statement, an exposure
of the self with no barriers, no filters,
no protection.
Following are five different journeys
through what we might now call
performing photography, five different
ways to make life happen.

In search of the treasure

Carlos & Jason Sanchez
Moments of Rupture

4

Jari Silomäki
24
Alienation & Other Stories
Jean Claude Delalande
Dehors

40

Rip Hopkins
Romanian Rip

60

Trinidad H. Carrillo
The Name from Mars

76
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My partner wrote “ Life is like a cloud,
and pictures waiting to be found.”

Brendan George Ko
reminiscence

92

Photography creates new worlds, not
explaining the image, but creating
the clouds and being surprised by the
pictures of inspiration they throw up, for
other, and still other, different worlds.

Phil Toledano
misfits

106

Francesco Millefiori
l’isola

122

Daniel Glazer
Rain & snow series

140

Ben Alper
the family dig (2008 - )

150

In making work we’re creating
worlds that are worlds away from
representation, searching for other ways
to discover, create; refusing to accept
what should be, looking for what else
could become.

This selection of photographers
was curated by Fabio Severo

This selection of photographers
was curated by Heidi Romano.

www.hippolytebayard.com

www.talesoflight.com.au

Carlos & Jason Sanchez
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moments
of rupture’
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www.thesanchezbrothers.com

Biography of Carlos and
Jason Sanchez
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Carlos and Jason Sanchez are
a team of young artists (33
and 28 respectively) living
and working in Montreal.
Their photographs are eerie
tableaus that read like broken
narratives; they are lush and
complex scenes that explore
psychological landscapes.
Leaving the viewer with the
chance to unlock the hidden
storyline, these Montrealbased brothers create largescale photographic prints
that are cinematic in scope
and compelling in content.
Functioning as directors,
every photograph is cast and
staged meticulously, adding
to the intriguing narrative
and sense of mystery that
surrounds their stunning
photographs. The brothers
have received grants from the
Conseil des arts et des lettres
du Québec, The Canada
Council for the Arts, The Du
Maurier Arts Council and
The Canadian Department
of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade.

They exhibit their art
internationally and have had
solo exhibitions in cities such
as Montreal, Toronto, New
York, Los Angeles, Houston
and internationally in
Brussels, Strasbourg, Madrid
and Amsterdam. Their work
is included many public
and private collections such
as The Montreal Museum
of Fine Arts, The Canadian
Museum of Contemporary
Photography, Le Musée d’art
contemporain de Montréal,
Foam_Fotografiemuseum,
Amsterdam, Martin Z.
Margulies Collection,
Le Musée national des
beaux-arts du Québec,
the Gemeentemuseum
Helmonds, The Netherlands
and The Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston amongst others.
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alienation
& other
stories’

Two young men
are fighting. An
elderly gentleman
is standing beside
them, holding a
cane and a leather
briefcase. It is
dark, a red light
from a pet shop
reflects from wet
tarmac. The old
man watches the
boys’ fight with
glassy eyes.

For a while I couldn’t see anything and I haven’t been able to breathe. There is a man without the lower part of
his body; the other fellow is completely intact as if he’d fallen asleep beside his work. I often dream that this is
only a short trip. Selma would make coffee on open fire; the weather would be beautiful so that one could just
hang around in a bathing suit. At mornings I would wake up to the sound of birds.
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www.jarisilomaki.com

Jari Silomäki

Alienation
Stories 2008
70 cm x 54 cm

‘Alienation stories’ will be
a series of images about
defence mechanisms. It will
consist of single stories of
people who are escaping
reality inside the fiction
they have built around their
lives. Both images will be
present (the first image is a
picture and the other one is
narrative).
The people in the images
have different situations in
their lives and their social
backgrounds also differ.
The past of a war veteran
pushes through decades
and reforms the scenery.
A young man is building
a hard shell to himself to
contain his insecurity and
sensitivity. He is creating
his identity by leaning on
one single experience.
A woman in black has
constructed a spiked ceiling
to her bed. She is trying to
deal with her fear of death
by getting close to it.

A computer screen is
illuminating a room
dominated by a large shelf
filled with trophies. It is
very important for the shylooking teenager to be the
best in something. This will
be his tragedy. And so on
and on.
The stories take place in
towns. The images are
meant to form an entity
drawing a picture of today’s
society from single beings.
The stories will be told
in the first person as if
they were self-portraits.
This approach avoids the
potential otherness of the
persons in the images.
For instance, the viewer is
faced with controversial
feelings when looking at an
image of a school killer.
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When she was ten,
My mother’s brother died.
I was almost destined to become a soldier.
It was fifteen years ago
That I flew across the sea
It was midnight.
I looked out and
Saw that all motion had been suspended.
Afterwards I have sought out locations which
Question my very existence.
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As a child, I ran sixty meters in f sixteen seconds,
threw the javelin for 8 meters, no height
in the high jump.
As a boy, I ran a hundred meters in eighteen seconds,
threw the javelin for 12 meters, no height
in the high jump.
I am a young man. I run a hundred meters in seventeen seconds,
throw the javelin for 20 meters, no height
in the high jump.

// 29

Profile
a potential school
shooter 2009
45 cm x 60 cm

Profile
a potential school
shooter 2009
45 cm x 60 cm

I ran away from the kindergarten to ski,
when I was four years old. The teachers noticed
a gap where my skis should have been. They caught up with me
when I had gone for three kilometres.
I got a really nice shell suit, when
I won my first competition.
I was six years old then.
At ten..
At fifteen…
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At seventeen I noticed that my legs
were two centimetres too short
to be proportionate to my back
and my oxygen uptake will never
be enough for the top.
I quit.
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Profile
a potential school
shooter 2009
45 cm x 60 cm
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The knowledge that is pumped into muscle never disappears,
Muscle memory will not fail.
This is what I thought.
At school, in recess I did
38 pull-ups with an overhand grip:
“If somebody tops that, I’ll come back to beat him.”
I won the running competition by one and a half minutes
in a two or three kilometer race –
Doesn’t matter how long it was, I won by light years.
The next year
I won the race by a minute,
and later, only by three seconds.
I overtrained – got myocarditis.
Made another training plan, a five- year one.
I read Latin.
Translated it well
and with care.
“Jarkko, do you understand?
You are talented.”
My teacher said to me
in a sauna
and put his hand on my shoulder.
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Alienation
Stories 2009
70 cm x 98 cm

Jenni is walking out on the town with a friend.
I pull up and roll down my window:
“Get in, I want to talk.”
“No, I won’t” Jenni says.
She takes pity on me and agrees to come only
if her friend Hanna can also come.
(The girls get in my car.)
I stay calm.
And drive straight into the rock wall along the road,
right were I had painted two turtles on the rock,
a big and a small one.
I met Jenni at seventeen.
We were together for 412 days,
and then she said to me
the words
I had been fearing.
34 //
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”You are a Greek statue”
a blind woman whispered in my dreams.
“This muscular body is but a suit of mourning”
I told her. Then, I kissed her and
I had her against my clothes closet.
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Alienation
Stories 2009
70 cm x 98 cm

Alienation
Stories 2009

Many things have I witnessed through
this window. Faithfully it has reflected everything back:
the road sign, fallen along the roadside,
looks of the road users,
an invader’s march, the nails struck
though palms,

70 cm x 54 cm

the noble family, the cold war, a singing
boy, banking crisis, yearning eyes,
acid rain, the intoxicating flesh,
the dense silence, cries of pain,
aimless rushing about, an injured knee,
monuments, natural phenomena,
insecurities, the rising sea level,
stovepipes forever dead now, retaliation on generation
after generation, uninvited guests,
the cellar door,
the oil crisis in Cuba,
travels long as light years, the birch-lined alleyway,
the unstable cradle, the low altar.
the wooden boats burned in Midsummer bonfires,
rebuilding, the stones skipped on water,
the mute mouth of my gentle father
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the swollen rowan berries
the drunken birds
hay poles and diesel engines
the pink dress, blooming willowherb
the demonstrations, noise, contempt
the pared- down dreams, longing, all the evenings
the touch of my coarse husband
lingering pleasure
aircraft carriers,
the water which tastes of iron
full stomachs,
empty stomachs,
the salty taste of many tongues

building the Wall
breaking of the Wall
liberation of Nelson Mandela
the broken dishes and the radio static
the Vietnam war, the thrown rice on Church steps,
blossoms and withered flowers,
my grandmother’s bath robe,
the long Sundays, the ersatz coffee
attractive bodies, suicide bombers,
the sunflower- patterned pants, four-o-clock rush hour
full moons
half moons
the unexpected homecomings
when Anna the neighbour’s cervix dilated giving birth
the insults, the proposals of marriage
the broken bridge of Haapamäki
the table settings
the smell of wet peat, the cry of my firstborn
questioning my faith
the sudden movements of my attention- seeking sister
the industrial development
the EEC, Laura’s worries about varicose veins,
money transactions
lakeside views on summer mornings
the roughness of touch
the changing shape of
love.
All this and still more.
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My window is by the street.
I hear the unsure steps,
the wind blowing and the gulls.
Then
somebody shouting: “No, I won’t”
I sit on the easy chair.
Lifting my hand,
I look at it.
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Alienation
Stories 2009
70 cm x 54 cm
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dehors
www.jcdelalande.com
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Jean Claude Delalande

Il se peut que ces images
soient le reflet d’un état
qui n’est pas le mien,
mais celui d’un déprimé
chronique auquel on aurait
confié un appareil photo.
Grand fou qui, amusé par
le bruit du retardateur,
s’immergerait totalement
dans le délire d’un
narcissisme joyeux
conviant ses partenaires
dans des mises en scène
improbables.
Depuis plus de dix ans,
je suis ce personnage
Keatonien qui me rappel
sans relâche que le temps
passe et que je demeure,
du moins sur le papier.
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Il se peut aussi que tout
cela ne soit pas et que je
me débatte (tout)contre lui
afin de trouver refuge dans
un univers onirique qui me
semblerait plus acceptable
que la réalité embarquant
dans ce jeu de miroir,
compagne, enfant, amis et
famille.

Je fais alors appelle à tout
candidat qui voudraient
bien me suivre pour
partager un petit moment
de solitude…
Pourtant la conception
de ces images se déroule
principalement pendant
la période bénie des
vacances.Villégiatures
longuement préparées en
amont, ou chaque détail de
cette expédition est calculé
afin de réussir les clichés
nécessaires à la survis
de la série (saison1, 2, 3,
4,5………).Le bonheur ne
tient-il pas souvent qu’à un
déclic ?
Alors pourquoi ne pas
poursuivre jusqu’à
épuisement des relents
d’inspiration qui me
taquinent encore l’esprit.
Voir alors ce personnage
évoluer au fil de ses
péripéties, inlassable
mais fatigué de découvrir
à chaque cliché l’usure du
temps sur son visage.
Ou bien stopper là,
lâchement, ce jeu de rôle,
se dégonfler et passer à
autre chose.
Pourquoi pas ?

Jean-Claude DELALANDE
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romanian rip
www.riphopkins.com
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Rip Hopkins

Timisoara is the town from
where the romanian revolution
sparked off in december 1989.
Twenty years later, it enters,
with its country, in the european
community. Two groups live
together in this town : the ones
from before and the ones from
after the1989 revolution. Those
who were over twenty-five in
1989 had difficulties to adapt
to capitalism. The younger live
fully this new system. To show
the two faces of this society,
I’ve phographed Timisoara’s life
machine : industry, commerce,
authority, leisure, family. The
caption on each photograph
indicates the age of the people,
some of whom were witnesses
of the revolution, witnesses of
the truth.
Because the true story is still
uncertain. In december 1989,
following an uprising from the
people of Timisoara, the media
announce 12,000 people dead,
killed by the army and the
Securitate, the secret police.
There is talk of a genocide. To
prove the executions and the
tortures of Ceausescu’s regime
to the western media, eager to
get carried-away, the organizers
of the uprising rigged a staging.
They dig up from the cemetary
and lay out for show nineteen
corpses of people dead for
several weeks.
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Silvia Iancau 20 years old and Cristian Florin Iancau 27 years old, Victoria Hotel, Timisoara 09/05/2008

Journalists from international
press photograph this mass
grave with a man crying over the
corpses of this wife and baby
daughter. What they don’t know
is that the man is paid to play
this part, the woman died from
a cirrhosis of the liver and the
baby, who is not his child, was a
victim of infant sudden death*.
In reality, only eighty nine
deaths were officially counted in
Timisoara and six hundred and
eighty nine over the country.
Since this spectacular
manipulation, Timisoara
symbolises doubt concerning
images and media. This
staged show replaced the real
information and fiction has crept
into documentary reportages.
Even though a photographic
document is suspect by nature,
we often want to believe
in it. The photographer is
manipulated by this subject
just as much as the subject
manipulates him. By inserting
myself in each image, I wanted
to ask the question of the truth
in the photographic image. The
fluorescent orange of the shutter
release, clearly visible, asserts
my intrusion inside the image.
I thus sign the making of the
document and its origin.

At the same time, I try to merge
into the image. By dressing
up and behaving like the
people photographed, I strive
to erase our representations
of nationalities and social
backgrounds linked to dress
codes. Strangely, no-one
considered this approach as
being odd and all said they
felt more at ease in front of the
camera when I was with them.
Absent from the captions in
which the other names betray
their romanian, italian, serbian,
hungarian, german, austrian or
turkish origins of the people I
photographed, I question my
position and the imaginary
barriers raised by men between
them.

* 	Robert Maas, Timisoara,
Roumanie, december 1989.
Source : Daniel Girardin &
Christian Pirker, Controverses :
une histoire juridique et éthique
de la photographie, Actes Sud /
Musée de l’Elysée, 2008.
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Viroana Pascalau 61 years old, Andrei Fratian 70 years old, Mirea
Daniel 53 years old and Paul Postoladie 74 years old in the lobby of
the Timis hotel in Buzias (28 km east of Timisoara) 07/05/2008

Tabita Stanca 14 years old, Jon Tampu 60 years old, Aurica Stanca 53 years old, Speranta Stoian 58 years
old, Rodica Neda 47 years old, Rodica Stanca 34 years old, Marius Stanca 55 years old, Estera Stanca 9
years old, Florina Constantin 9 years old et Alin Neda 9 years old in their house, Timisoara 30/04/2008
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Simona Bolovan 35 years old and Catalin Botez 35 years old, production area,
ITAL CB MEC factory making aluminium casing for electric motors, Timisoara 29/04/2008

Petre Ioti 39 years old and Mitica Stanciu 40 years old,
main shift office, Timisoara North station 30/04/2008
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Corina Muntean 22 years old, Victoria hotel, Timisoara 08/05/2008
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Detachment for rapid intervention (Luptatoriai Detasamentului Politiei Pentru Interventie Rapida), the
policemen can only reveal their age : 40 years old, 29 years old, 26 years old, 31 years old, 32 years old,
police headquarters, Timisoara 01/05/2008
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Construction materials course, 1st year civil
engineering, Politehnica, Timisoara 08/05/2008
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Visile Tomos 27 years old, Lorena Juan 24 years old and Dumitru Todorescu 68 years old in the central parc, Timisoara 04/05/2008

The Branislav family, north station, Timisoara 30/04/2008
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Hopkins started photography when
he was ten years old. It is his way
of recording and documenting
moments of his life and those of
others. He sees photography as a
tool presenting vast possibilities
for intellectual and aesthetic
expression. He combines his
personal art work with the
necessity of making a living,
thus drawing on various means
of support such as exhibitions,
books, press work and films. This
produces an on-going cycle: if a
person sees a photograph then
they know that it exists, so they
can buy it, so the photographer can
produce work and survive. And so
what is a photographer exactly?
Ethnographer, artist, advertiser,
teacher, crook, journalist,
artistic director? Few professions
are so diverse and so vague.
A photographer is constantly
confronted with questions such
as: what is an image today? How
long will it survive? How should
it be made? Who wants it? What
technique should be used? Should
there be a point of view or a stand
point? With each new project
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Rip asks himself these questions
again and re-evaluates his role in
today’s world.
Rip Hopkins is a member of
Agence Vu and is represented
by Galerie Le Réverbère and
by LT2 for advertising.

© Rip Hopkins / Galerie Le
Reverbere / Agence Vu
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the name
from mars
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www.trinidadcarrillo.com
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Trinidad H. Carrillo

All Here _2009

Born in Cusco, Peru, 1975. Lives
and works between Lima and
Gothemburg.
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She moved to Sweden 1987 and in
1989 she began with photography.
Studied music and art before
starting her B.F.A(1998-2001) and
her M.A.(2004-2006) at Högskolan
för Fotografi in Gothenburg.
Her book “Naini and the Sea of
Wolves” ( 2008, Farewell Books)
won the Swedish Photobook
Award of 2008 and was also
nominated for the Deutsche Börse
Photography Prize
In the fall of 2009 she made
a Permanent Installation at
Mitten Universitet in Sundsvall
(Commissioned by Statens
konstråd - The National Public
Art Council Sweden), and in 2006
she was nominated at Ny Nordisk
Fotografi for the Hasselblad
Foundation Viktor Fellowship.

She had several solo shows
and amongst others:
2009
Stockholm, Double Elvis Gallery
”From The Sea Of Wo lves”
Trollhättans Konsthall
”Ronda de Brujas”
Lindesbergs Bibliotek
“Ronda de Brujas”
Örebro, Nicolai Kyrkan
“Ronda de Brujas”
2008
Lima, Revolver Galeria
“Ronda de Brujas”
Malmö, Galleri Format Rummet
“Braiding 1997-2007”
Stockholm, Kulturhuset
“Braiding”
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Copenhagen, Galleri Spark
“Braiding [The End]”
2007
Les Rencontres d’ Arles
“Discovery Award”
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Falling in Love with Something Different_2009

Take One_2009
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Untitled_2009
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Lizards from Another Planet_2009
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Unexpected Morning_2009
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Untitled_2007

Haunted Hotell_2009
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We Used to be like that_2007
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American Coast guard with Baby_2009
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One Head_2007
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www.brendangeorgeko.com

reminiscence
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brendan george ko
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Pirsig, ZeN

“And now I see what the glass door is.
It is the door of a coffin-mine. Not a coffin,
a sarcophagus. I am in an enormous vault, dead,
and they are paying their last respects.”
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We are observers to our past, and
through time the memory of our
history changes as we change.
When Robert M. Pirsig set
out on his motorcycle journey
across America with his son,
Chris, and a couple, John and
Sylvia, he wasn’t interested
in the destination, but in the
discovery along the road. He
was investigating the history
of someone who he once was;
someone he had forgotten and
was no longer, Phaedrus; his
severed personality. Seeing
everything around him; revisiting
his past, Pirsig found his memory
of who he once was. And as he
investigated deeper and deeper
he learned of who Phaedrus was
to the people he once knew,
and of his words that matched
each terrain, recalling him of
Phaedrus’ studies and later, of
his insanity.
I am searching for shades of
myself, investigating my past,
and finding captions that speak
for each moment I had forgotten.
Instead of a motorcycle, I use my
feet for this journey; searching
the terrain that surrounds me for
my past self that has so rapidly
changed over the course of half
decade.

And like the glass chamber that
filled the dream of Phaedrus,
I am only an observer to my
history; completely powerless
to influence change. But it is
our history that makes who we
are today, and it is who we are
today that makes who we are
tomorrow.
Through my own investigation, I
am reading old journal entries,
and biographical fiction I wrote
in different times of my life. My
words will find themselves on
windows of places that hold a
certain memory, and after they
are documented they will remain
as mementos to remind me of
this act as well as to engage
to others who pass by. The
sceneries behind this windows
will be out of focus like the
memory of the captions have
faded through time, becoming
less clear and less real.
I was searching for my history,
and I was learning who I was
through my past, but I discovered
myfuture in the process as I
started a history with someone
that was right in front of me this
whole time.

Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance,
Robert M. Pirsig, 1974, excerpts from Chapter 23
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I have lived amongst the yuccas
and coyotes of New Mexico. I have
surfed with the craziest sons of
bitches I have ever met during
my time in Texas. I grew up on
the outskirts of Toronto, ON, and
lived half my life moving through
America, with endless road trips,
and faces of so many, dear human
beings.
I see every photograph I take as
a document; a document of a
memory, a document of a person;
a time and place, a feeling and a
trace (of something that once was,
something worth remembering).
I am creating and recreating a
history of all that I am, with words,
and images, so that I can remember
beyond my memory, for a record
of being.
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Brendan George Ko is an artist/
curator based in Toronto, ON. He is
in his thesis year at Ontario College
of Art & Design.
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Everyone knows
who the cool kids
are. With their great
hair, and effortless
smiles. Their faces
unclouded by doubt.
phil toledano
This project is not about those
kids. It’s about those on the
outside. The ghosts. The ones
who sit alone at lunch.
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misfits

You see, when you’re unpopular,
you’re aware of your humanity,
at an age when most are not. You
develop a rich, internal life. You
spend time in a universe of your
own making. And you spend a
great deal of time thinking about
the future.

www.mrtoledano.com
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Most of the time if I get a
phone call, it’s because the
person has no-one else to
talk to.
I don’t tend to have a lot in
common with people my
age, so I’m usually the last
person to get invited to do
anything. It doesn’t bother
me though. I know I will
eventually find the place
I’m supposed to be, doing
what makes me happy.
I feel that my unpopularity
has become chosen at this
point in my life. I don’t want
to be another carbon copy
of the latest trends in
teen vogue.
Many people say to me:
‘Don’t worry you’ll be the
one who gets her way and
becomes popular later in
life, they’ll all want to be
your friends, and you’ll
be able to turn away
from them’.

But if that’s the case
how am I any better than
them? If I turn people away
or become the next big
thing then I’ve lost myself
and become the biggest
hypocrite of them all.
Don’t get me wrong. When
I was younger I wanted
nothing but to be normal.
People don’t understand
how hard it was to watch
the other kids playing a
game on the playground
and to have to sit by myself
on the swings or under
the slide.
I began to read to escape.
I put myself in the shoes
of the characters, because
dealing with their problems
was easier than facing
my own.
It sometimes still is.
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I have friends and many people would say I have
a lot of them, but I don’t look at it that way.
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Some people are born weird.
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For half of these people, this
weirdness blooms and becomes
charisma. They become
everyone’s best friend, the first
one invited to all the parties.
For the rest of us, the weirdness
smolders and sparks. Weirdness
becomes like a symptom, turning
us into lepers. Like an odor, it
attracts disdain and isolation.
We become the freaks.
I have spent a lot of time
cultivating my weirdness: I know
the ins and outs of it. For a long
time, I hated it.
Since elementary school, it has
kept me on the outer circle of
every social group. It made me
feel like an alien. I asked myself
over and over again: “Why can’t I
be normal? Why can’t I be happy,
like everyone else?”
My freshman year of high school
was absolutely miserable. My
school is populated by stick-thin
beauties and obnoxious jocks.
I live in a rich neighborhood
but my family is not wealthy, so
I never had money to buy the
designer clothes or fancy cell
phones that might have helped
me fit in.

When girls were dressing as
slutty nurses for Halloween, I
was dressing as Bob Dylan. When
they were whispering about their
new highlights, I was screaming
for animal rights. I wore bulky
sweatshirts in place of skintight camisoles. I was teased,
humiliated. An outcast.
Now, in my senior year, I
embrace my weirdness. I still feel
remnants of the pain of those
first two years, but I am working
to eradicate the anger and
depression that they left in me.
I know that my school experience
is just one experience, and that
there is an entire world of weird
people that I have not yet met.
I am looking forward to college,
to getting away from the town I
have grown up in and the people
who I have known forever, but
who have never known me. I am
excited to unleash my weirdness
on the world and see the good
that I know it will do.
As Sam Cooke crooned: “It’s
been a long time coming, but I
know a change is gonna come,
oh yes it will”. Oh yes, it will.
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I will achieve what I want and this
“popularity” is simply a small obstacle
on my way to greatness.

When we were in junior high
school, my friend Rich and
I made a map of the school
lunch tables according to
popularity.
We graded them from A to E.
The A tables contained
football players and
cheerleaders and so on. The
E tables contained the kids
with Down syndrome. We sat
at a D table, as low as you
could get without looking
physically different.
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Everyone in the school
knew exactly how popular
everyone else was. There is
a strong correlation between
being smart and being a
nerd, and an even stronger
inverse correlation between
being a nerd and being
popular. Being smart seems
to make you unpopular.

If someone had told me
that at the time, I would
have laughed at him. Telling
me that I didn’t want to be
popular would have been
like telling someone dying
of thirst in a desert that he
didn’t want a glass of water.
Of course I wanted to be
popular.
But, in fact, I didn’t.
There was something else I
wanted more: To be smart.
Not simply to do well in
school, though that counted
for something, but to design
beautiful rockets, or to write
well, or to understand how
to program computers.
In general, to make great
things.
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Being unpopular is the greatest thing
that ever happened to me.

My name is Alfonzo and
I’m a Emo.
Me and my crew are the
best unpopular kids in my
school. I hate anybody who’s
popular. They love to bother
others and act big and tough.
I chose to be unpopular
because of that.
My style is ‘Be yourself’.
Don’t give a fuck about
anything, and fuck the world
because no one really gives
a fuck anyway.
I’m the tourettes demon
at my school and I love it!
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Hello, my name is James, and
I’m a 16 year old high school
student.

I tend not to care about what I
wear and that was a huge issue
with the popular kids.

Growing up, I was very
antisocial making it hard for
me to meet new people or
make new friends. As I entered
high school, I decided to force
myself into doing things that
felt unnatural for me. Like
attempting to befriend people.

I was very weird and had
thoughts and ideas that people
didn’t understand. I always
enjoyed thinking outside
the box.

However, my peculiar opinions
and actions made it hard. I
remember once I tried to do
something that I thought
was cool. I punched one of
my friends square in the face
because they dared me to.
I was hated by my friends, but
for once I was accepted by the
popular kids. However I and
the other popular kids did
not share many of the same
interests. They enjoyed rap
music, while I enjoyed rock
music. They also had a unique
style in fashion that I did not
care to follow.

Answering “What came first
the chicken or the egg? With
“I hate chickens...”
This isn’t exactly a place where
intellectual conversations are
embraced. I make everyone
feel awkward. I guess you
could say that is how I slipped
away. I was at the bottom of
the social ladder even with
the unpopular kids. Even the
“geeks” and “nerds” found
me to be a bit odd, which was
very depressing.
Through struggles and hard
times, eventually I found a
small weird group of friends
that accept me for who I am.
Everyone has someone to
impress. Who are they? And
have they shown their honest
self to anyone?

I’m smart in a way no-one can relate to.
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Cat, 17 years old.
I never was publicly
considered popular.
Except at my age 8th grade
prom, when I spilled my
drink on the biggest bitch
in our in our school.
In the eyes of some strange
foreign student, I would
simply be an extra in
someone else’s life story.
I was always aware of my
unpopularity, and when
I went to high school I
wanted to change that. I did
all I could to stand out. Got
blonde highlights. Wore
tighter jeans.
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I tried everything possible
to find some sort of
connection that would link
me and the popular crowd
in a significant way. All
attempts failed.

A person in the backround with
no lines, just there to fill a seat.

Their friends had been
picked and I was only
needed as the alternative
for projects and test
answers.
Being unpopular for four
years has little to no effect
on me. Sure, being ignored
by kids my age may have
led to me making some
irrational decisions, and
low self esteem.
But it’s all for a greater
good. Or that’s what I say
to get by. I mean, no one
can be lonely forever.
Right?
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My name is Lukas. I’m 13
years old, but sometimes
I say I’m fourteen.
I think it’s better not to be
popular. You set yourself up
for failure everytime if you
try and get into a clique.
Even when I did fit in, it made
me feel more miserable-like
I was acting, or something.
I’d try different approaches
with different groups. I’d act
like a badass to attract the
attention of the mean kids.
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Or I tried being people’s
bitch. Sucking up, or being
nice to kids that were
assholes-giving them
some of my lunch money.
When you’re way down there,
you find yourself being mean
to kids you didn’t want to be
mean to, just so you can fit in
somewhere. You become
a prick yourself.

I went back to school, and
was so much happier, not
trying to fit in. Even my
grades went up.
Once you become mature
enough to just be nice, as
opposed to be being part
of a clique, people give
you respect.

Then, one summer vacation,
in Cape Cod, I met all these
girls, and they liked me for
me. It was a revelation!

The cool kids are the ones who hold their
ground and are their own people.
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l’isola

Francesco Millefiori
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www.francescomillefiori.com
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There is always something else
beneath anything we see.

We can choose to
acknowledge that or not,
but it is there, making
noise. I photograph that. I
photograph the noise. And
the more it feels clear (the
noise), the more I move far
from the scene. This is just
an instinctual thing for me,
there is not too much effort
coming from me in that,
but still it is very important.
That means getting an
answer for a stupid and
yet right question: where
was I? Moreover, taking
pictures often represents
a simplification of my
relationship with reality: I
take notes.
I take my time to
understand.
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Francesco Millefiori was born in
1980 in Catania, Italy. In 2001
he moved to Rome where he
studied Psycology. Between
2002 and 2004 he attended the
“Scuola Romana di Fotografia”
and since that time he focused
his work on social themes as:
the consequences of Nazist
deportation, Gipsy comunity,
the immigration, the job market,
the suburbs, the house lack
problems. Francesco Millefiori’s
works have been published by
important italian magazines and
showed in several collective and
solo exhibitions: 2006, Casa
delle Letterature in Rome; 2007,
“Fotografia, Festival Internazionale
di Roma”; 2007, Rome City
Hall; 2008, “Menotrentuno II,
Young European Photography
in Sardinia”; 2009, “SIFest,
Savignano Immagini Festival”.
Since 2009 he is represented by
“On/Off Picture” Photo Agency.
Francesco Millefiori works and
lives in Rome.
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rain & snow series
www.danielglazer.com

Daniel Glazer
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Drops of rain and flakes of snow
falling from the sky normally
form a kind of window screen
that we look through, or look
beyond when we look at the
world, like an out of focus finger
held too close to the eyes. In
these photographs, the camera
crosses those eyes and focuses
attention on that screen in front
of us that we normally look
past. Visual depth is quickly
interrupted by molecule-like
bits of light reflecting back at
us off tiny particles falling from
the sky, as our eyes try to move
backward through the space.
Empty air is given a kind of mass
and form. A raindrop can look
like a comet, a snowstorm can
appear as a solar system in outer
space, and a landscape can look
like something seen through a
microscope. These images show
a world that is only somewhat
recognizable as the one we live in.
This is a heightened, abstracted
representation of reality in which
the camera has transformed its
subject in the act of recording it,
adhering more to the principles of
quantum mechanics than to the
normal visual assumptions
of everyday life.
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I approach all my subjects with an emphasis of composition.

By arranging elements within the
frame into states of harmony or
dissonance or both, the viewer
is encouraged to explore the
relationships between objects
in the world, and the
relationships we have to our
surroundings. People are
reflected and informed by their
environments and vice versa.

Through light, shape, and color,
my work explores, celebrates,
and makes new those visual
peculiarities and connections.
The result, hopefully, is
photographs that reflect how
we transform our world by the
way in which we see it.
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www.benalper.com

In the winter of 2007, my
grandfather died of terminal
cancer. We gathered around
the bedside in his final
moments. An entire family,
spanning three generations,
assembled to aid my
grandfather, the patriarch,
come to terms with his own
mortality. His passing evoked
the profound realization
that my familial heritage
was something integral to
my identity, but was also
something that extended far
beyond me.
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That moment of physical
passage sparked an avid
curiosity in me to explore
aspects of my lineage
that existed outside my
consciousness. I turned
toward the physical artifacts
my grandfather had left
behind. With Archeology
as a reference, I began
to consider these objects
as fragments of a larger
domestic archive. Each
material artifact excavated
from the home provided
a splintered piece of my
familial history.

The first, and perhaps,
most affecting possession
I unearthed was my
grandfather’s briefcase.
It contained cryptic and
seemingly fractured
objects—a hand-carved
wooden pipe, a badge with
my grandfather’s name on
it, marked documents and
brochures. I began to see
this briefcase as a microcosm
of my familial history. Like a
detective, I toiled to interpret
the clues I found within.
This process of discovery
elicited a multitude of
emotions. My grandparents
bankrupted stock spoke to
the regret of an American
Dream unrealized; a sheet
of studio portraits of my
grandfather with a few
images removed accented
his recent passing; other
family photographs distilled
moments of happiness and
hope. Certain brochures and
trade journals addressed the
importance of a professional
identity, while other artifacts
underscored a more private,
domestic experience. Other
things simply remained
mysterious and unknowable.
Documents inscribed with
enigmatic notes emphasized
the fact that history is often
fractured and idiosyncratic.

I have come to learn that for
as many questions as this
project has answered, it has
raised just as many.
By integrating these objects
into environments that
are incompatible with
their original purpose, I
am attempting to collapse
time and consolidate
my family history into a
contemporary framework.
This is aided by the inclusion
of contemporary family
portraits. It is my hope that
contrasting these relics
with images of my family as
they are today, will speak to
heritage as a tradition that
is fluid and ongoing, as a
history that not only exists in
the past, but also prevails in
present.
Ultimately, these images
speak to the joy, melancholy,
nostalgia and impermanence
that encompass and define
most familial heritages. My
efforts to preserve my own
family’s history can be seen
as an attempt to immortalize
this ancestry before it slips
away like a faded memory.
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Ben Alper was born in Westerly,
Rhode Island in 1983. He recently
moved to Brooklyn, NY after
completing his BFA in Photography
from the Massachusetts College
of Art & Design. He is a founding
member of The Exposure Project,
a photo collective designed to
facilitate and nurture collaboration
across the medium. With this
group, Ben has helped self-publish
four photo books, has put on
various group exhibitions and,
most recently, co-curated Graphic
Intersections, a collaborative
project loosely based on the
Surrealist game Exquisite Corpse.
In addition, Ben’s work has
been featured in Humble Arts
Foundation’s Group Show, the
Photographic Resource Center’s
Northeast Exposure Online,
Wassenaar Magazine and
Ahorn Magazine.
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